Paragon Deployment Manager is a professional tool that performs an effective centralized deployment for businesses of any size.

Who benefits?
Original equipment manufacturers, IT departments, educational facilities.

Highlights
- Time saving automated deployment process
- User-friendly interface and simple setup
- Multicast to multiple systems reducing traffic
- Bare-metal restore to dissimilar hardware
- Scripting engine adds flexibility, automation

Target environment
Microsoft Windows 7 SP1 to Windows 10

About Paragon Software Group
For 25 years, Paragon Software Group has been delivering a wide range of software tools, solutions, and technologies. Our offerings range from low-level storage management and file system drivers to the safekeeping and recovery of operational, business, and user data across heterogeneous platforms and environments.

What’s inside?
NEW in ver. 12
- ESXi 6.5 deployment
- VMFS5-6 storages deployment
- Wix-based installer streamlines installation process
- New “Join to Domain” post-configuration scenario
- Encrypted backup support
- Raw backup support

OS migration via deployment
Upgrade an entire organization to a newer version of Windows by utilizing centralized deployment. The process takes one person and can be completed in minimal time.

Fully automated cyclic deployment for system builders
Deploy an image to new bare-metal computers, started up from bootable media or network (PXE), initiated immediately from the current session and completed during the next cycle, which considerably boosts productivity.

Various deployment options
- Remote or on-premise
- Manual or fully-automated
- Scheduled or cyclic
- Client-based or server-based

Post-deployment customization
Specific client hardware adoption (P2P) and more. Paragon scripting engine enables advanced capabilities when additional deployment activities are required.

Master imaging tool
Zero-install imaging, supports Paragon pVHD image format, efficient master image update mechanism via incremental backup, limit use to authorized access only.